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1.0 ABSTRACT
ABSTRACT
Sensory abilities are what shape our consciousness of the surrounding environment
and our concept of the world. Architecture has been based upon aesthetics, function, and form over periods of time to appeal and interact with the senses of its
users. What if one or more of your senses cannot utilize space as it was intended?
A primary sense in relation to architecture is sight. Which then leads the question,
how can architects design insightful architecture for those who can not see it?
According to the World Health Organization, there are “285 million people globally
with visual impairments, of whom 39 million are completely blind”. (WHO Releases
New Global Estimates on Visual Impairments, 2012) This thesis targets the disabilities of vision to illuminate the architectural discrimination that has occurred through
the underrepresentation of human perception and bias of visual aspects in architecture. It is architects’ responsibility to ensure design does not exclude any type of
individual from utilizing space through multi-sensorial life enhancing architecture.
Architecture that is life enhancing is established in three methods; by being informative, experiential, and promoting independence, equality, and growth for all
types of individuals. Inclusive architecture can be achieved through seven key design parameters to create beneficial multisensorial design. These parameters consist of lighting, color and contrast, olfactory, haptics, acoustics, materiality, and
spatial circulation. These parameters are beneficial to all and can eliminate the
segregation that has occurred in the built environment for the visually impaired.
This thesis will interact with the senses through these seven key design parameters
and implement them through architectural applications that can be utilized in any
building typology to enhance the built environment for those with visual impairments. This thesis will act as a barrier-free precedent and prescriptive guide to design for the visually impaired. It proposes a call to action for architecture to recenter its focus on multi-sensory design and remind those of the importance of making
the invisible visible to all.
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1.1 THESIS INTRODUCTION
THESIS INTRODUCTION
[ EXISTING APPROACH ]
[1 ]

Segregation of sighted and blind individuals in architectural applications. (schools, facilities, etc.)

[2 ]

Majority of existing architecture for the blind and visually impaired do not expand on multi-sensory design.

[3 ]

Missed opportunities to enhance the built environment for the sighted and visually impaired, design parameters needed for the visually
impaired are also beneficial to those who do not struggle with a visual disability.

[ DEVELOPING A TAXONOMY ]
[1 ]

I will create a multi-sensory experience for daily living by making my design informative, experiential and promoting independence +
equality through the use of architecture, so that it may be a precedent for barrier free design.

[2 ]

I will establish key design parameters that communicate to the sighted and visually impaired.

[3 ]

I will apply these key design parameters to architectural applications that can be utilized in any building typology and program type.

FIGURE_1.1.1 THESIS POSTER
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS + OBJECTIVES
RESEARCH QUESTIONS + OBJECTIVES
[RESEARCH QUESTIONS]
[1]

How can design for the visually impaired utilize multiple senses?

[2]

How can architects design beautiful architecture for those who can see it?

[3]

How can architecture communicate to those that experience it?

[4]

How can architecture invoke independence + equality for the visually impaired?

FIGURE_1.2.1 INDEPENDENT MOBILITY

[RESEARCH QBJECTIVES ]

FIGURE_1.2.2 CATARACTS
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[1 ]

To avoid visual bias in the design process.

[2 ]

To promote independence and equality for the visually impaired through architectural applications.

[3 ]

Investigate the body in relation to senses, space, and perception.

[4 ]

To create multi-sensory design that benefits the sighted and visually impaired.

[5 ]

Design a descriptive taxonomy that provides inclusivity, universal, barrier free design to society as well as the visually impaired.

2.0 TYPES OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
TYPES OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
Visual acuity is determined through visual
exams using the Sellen Chart or a Visual Field
Chart. Though there are many types of visual conditions and impairments the five most
recognized by the CDC and WHO are full visual
acuity, low visual acuity, scotomas, legal blindness and total blindness. These five visual types
will be the visual scope and target of this thesis.
[ VISUAL IMPAIRMENT SCOPE ]
Normal Visual Acuity is determined if an individual has 20/20 vision. “20/20 vision is a term
used to express normal visual acuity (the clarity
or sharpness of vision) measured at a distance
of 20 feet”. (“Visual Acuity”, 2022)

FIGURE_2.0.1 SELLEN CHART

FIGURE_2.0.3 20/20 VISION [ NORMAL VISUAL ACUITY ]

FIGURE_2.0.4 20/70 VISION [ LOW VISUAL ACUITY ]

FIGURE_2.0.5 20/200 VISION [ LEGAL BLINDNESS ]

FIGURE_2.0.6 20° CONE [ LEGAL BLINDNESS ]

FIGURE_2.0.7 SCOTOMA [ PARTIAL VISION LOSS ]

FIGURE_2.0.8 TOTAL BLINDNESS [ FULL VISION LOSS]

Low Visual Acuity refers to an individual whose
vision is between 20/70 and 20/400 “with the
best possible correction, or a visual field of 20
degrees or less”. (Mandal, 2019)
Scotomas are “partial loss of vision or blind
spots in otherwise normal vision that can be
temporary or permanent”. (“Why Do I Have A
Blind Spot In My Vision? What To Know About A
Scotoma - Eyetx” 2021)
Legal Blindness “in the US means visual acuity
of 20/200 or worse with the best possible correction, or a visual field of 20 degrees or less”.
(Mandal, 2019)

FIGURE_2.0.2 VISUAL FIELD CHART

Total Blindness is defined as an “individual who
can not perceive any visual information, including light perception”. (Lee & Mesfin, 2021)
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2.1 CAUSES + IMPACTS OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
CAUSES + IMPACTS OF VISUAL IMPAIR[ VISUAL IMPAIRMENT IMPACTS ON LIFE ]

According to WHO, the most prevalent causes
of visual impairment and blindness is due to,
“unaddressed refractive error [88.4 million], cataract [94 million], glaucoma [7.7 million], corneal
opacities [4.2 million], diabetic retinopathy [3.9
million], and trachoma [2 million]”. (“Blindness
and Visual Impairments”, 2021)

• LOWER RATES
OF WORKFORCE
PARTICIPATION AND
PRODUCTIVITY.
• HIGHER RATES OF
ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION

[ CAUSES OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS ]
Cataracts, an eye “condition that causes yellowing and hardening of the lens in the eye, is
the leading cause of blindness worldwide”. (Lee
and Mesfin, 2021)
Age-related macular degeneration, an eye
condition “that damages a part of the retina
known as the macula, is the leading cause of
blindness in Caucasians and those aged 65
and older”. (Lee & Mesfin, 2021)
FIGURE_2.1.1 EYE AFFECTED BY CATARACTS

CATARACTS
51%

MACULAR DEGENERATION

5%

CAUSES OF
VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

8%

1%

Glaucoma, an eye “condition that damages
the optic nerve, is the leading cause of blindness in African Americans”. (Lee & Mesfin, 2021)
Diabetic retinopathy, an eye “condition due to
systemic diabetes, is the leading cause of new
blindness in adults between 25 and 64 years of
age”. (Lee & Mesfin, 2021)

GLAUCOMA

DIABETIC RETINOPATHY

61%

OTHER / UNDETERMINED

FIGURE_2.1.2 CAUSES OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

• DELAYED MOTOR,
LANGUAGE, EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL, AND
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT WITH LIFELONG
CONSEQUENCES

• SOCIAL ISOLATION
• DIFFICULTY WALKING
• HIGHER RISKS OF
INJURY
• HIGHER CHANCE OF
ENTERING NURSING
FACILITIES.
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FIGURE_2.1.3 IMPACTS OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

2.2 PREVALENCE OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
PREVALENCE OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
Visual impairments have become quite prevalent in the realm of disabilities. Global numbers reaching as high as 285 million individuals
whom have a form of visual impairment and 39
million considered legally blind. (“WHO Releases New Global Estimates on Visual Impairment”, 2012) “The number of individuals with
visual impairment (VI) and blindness is increasing in the United States and around the globe
as a result of shifting demographics and aging
populations”. (Varma Et Al., 2016)
[ PREVALENCE IN THE U.S. ]
As of 2015, “1.02 million individuals are blind and
3.22 million have visual impairments within the
United States alone. Research has demonstrated that the projected numbers of visual impairment and blindness within the United States will
double by 2050”. (Varma Et Al., 2016)

700,000+

Currently the states that contain the most visually impaired individuals are New York, Florida,
Texas, and California. (“Blindness Statistics |
National Federation Of The Blind”, 2019)

400,000-550,000
250,000-400,000
150,000-250,000
50,000-150,000
14,000-50,000

FIGURE_2.2.1 STATISTICS OF VISUAL
IMPAIRMENTS

FIGURE_2.2.2 PREVALENCE OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
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2.3 PERCEPTION OF THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
PERCEPTION OF THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
[ PROCESS OF PERCEPTION ]
The perception of space and architecture of visually impaired individuals versus sighted is how
their thought process of an object or space
is constructed. “Blind people might not have
perceptually driven visual imagery, but they use
their other senses to encode spatial relationships”. (Davies, 2014)
FIGURE_2.3.1 PERCEPTION

Sighted individuals usually view the object as a
whole then deconstructs the whole into sections to fully understand the object or space.
Visually impaired and blind individuals use their
perception of their senses to build and conceptualize an understanding section by section
until the whole object becomes clear based
on the foundations of cues from their senses.
In figure 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 we can compare the
conceptualization of objects and habitable
space between sighted and visually impaired
individuals.

FIGURE_2.3.2 SIGHTED PERCEPTION OF AN OBJECT

FIGURE_2.3.3 BLIND PERCEPTION OF AN OBJECT
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3.0 THE BODY + ARCHITECTURE
THE BODY + ARCHITECTURE
Throughout periods of architecture there has
been several studies on the human body and
its relation to objects, space, and geometry dating back to Vitruvius. A visual bias has
stemmed from the underrepresented of the human body and its perception, besides studies
of human scale and proportions. The architects
and theorists that are most known in these
studies of the human body are Leonardo Da
Vinci and Le Corbusier through their concepts
of the Vitruvian man and the Modulor man.

FIGURE_3.0.1 LE CORBUSIER’S MODULOR MAN

“Using the statistical median of the size of a
human, Le Corbusier set a series of measurements to define the proportions of the parts of
a building, its structures and even the graphic
designs. For example, the height of 2.26 metres, which corresponded to a man with his arm
raised, determined the vertical dimension of
the Housing Unit of Marseille (France) that the
architect designed”. (Chaparro, 2018)

FIGURE_3.0.3 LE CORBUSIER’S MODULOR MAN

Their studies helped define many objects and
furniture that we use today. Though they have
been beneficial, one can state that their methods and theories were based on the body in an
objective and primarily mathematical stance.
[SUBJECTIVE VS OBJECTIVE ]

FIGURE_3.0.2 DA VINCI’S VITRUVIAN MAN

This thesis questions how architecture can
revive the subject matter of the body in design,
specifically in perception to illuminate space for
the visually impaired and enrich the quality of
life. This objective view of the body rather then
the subjective view of the perception of the
body and the senses, aid in the underrepresented of the human body in the design process of architects, creating ocular-centrism.

SUBJECTIVE [BODY]
PERCEPTION + EXPERIENCE

OBJECTIVE [BODY]
PROPORTIONS + GEOMETRIES

FIGURE_3.0.4 SUBJECTIVE VS OBJECTIVE
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3.1 PHENOMENOLOGY + OCULAR-CENTRISM
PHENOMENOLOGY + OCULARCENTRISM
[ EXPERIENTIAL ARCHITECTURE ]
It has been said that the purpose of architecture is to improve human life. Human life is
interpreted in various ways, but the common
factor of these interpretations are that they
are all perceived through the five senses, sight,
hearing, smell, touch, and taste. In response, to
improve human life is to interact, appeal, and
to communicate with the senses. The merging of experience, senses, and architecture is
known as Phenomenology.

FIGURE_3.1.1 ATTENTION IN SENSES
Morton Heilig, the inventor of the Sensorama,
the world’s first multi-sensory virtual reality apparatus illustrates the hierarchy of the
senses. “It is estimated that each sense monopolizes a proportion of captivation. Sight:
70% Hearing: 20% Smell: 5% Touch: 4% Taste:
1%.” (Spence, 2020)

Pallamasmaa, one of the most known phenomenology architects states in the “Eyes of
the Skin” that “life enhancing architecture has
to address all the senses and fuse our image of
self with our experience of the world”. (Pallamasmaa, 2005) All architecture should strive to
be life enhancing through the use of designing
multi-sensory design. “Architecture is the art of
reconciliation between ourselves and the world,
and this mediation takes place through the
senses”. (Pallamasmaa, 2005)
FIGURE_3.1.2 HIERARCHY OF THE SENSES

[ HIERARCHY OF THE SENSES ]
Pallamasmaa also acknowledges that through
the senses, their has been a hierarchy and bias
established within the architectural realm. “The
hegemonic eye seeks domination over all fields
of cultural production, and seems to weaken
our capacity for empathy, compassion, and
participation with the world”. (Pallamasmaa,
2005) The visual bias that occurs is known as
ocularcentrism. It is crucial that ocularcentrism
is eliminated in the design process of architecture so that all senses become primary.

VISION
FIGURE_3.1.3 FIVE SENSES
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TOUCH

HEARING

SMELL

TASTE

3.2 MULTI-SENSORY DESIGN
MULTI-SENSORY DESIGN
To avoid ocularcentrism is to acknowledge all
the senses working together to establish a final
product that ultimately will be life enriching.
Multi-sensory design seeks to achieve this goal.
It establishes a language between the user
and the space.
[ PROCESS OF MULTI-SENSORY DESIGN ]

FIGURE_3.2.1 MULTI-SENSORY GUIDANCE

It is first perceived by our visual, auditorial and
haptic perception, then our consciousness
processes the information in which we received
and then is acted upon through human performance. This process of sensorial communication is fulfilling all the needs of each user to
actively use and understand the atmosphere
of the space. Successful multi-sensory architecture activates at some level each sensory
ability of the user. “This vision is the core of
multi-sensory design, with the idea that we
must approach the act of design by targeting
the body’s multitude of brains.” (Marquez, 2017)

FIGURE_3.2.2 PROCESS OF MULTI-SENSORY DESIGN
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3.3 SENSE PERCEPTION + THE BRAIN
SENSE PERCEPTION + THE BRAIN
[ UNDERSTANDING SENSORY SCIENCE ]
The brain has designated proportions specifically designed to decipher information into six
categories known as lobes, based on the sense
or information being received by the sensory
receptors. The six lobes are known as the Frontal lobe, Parietal lobe, Temporal lobe, Occipital
lobe, Limbic lobe, and the Cerebellum.
FIGURE_3.3.1 SENSORY RECEPTORS

[ SENSORY RECEPTORS ]
Sensory receptors are what communicate
the information internally and externally to
our brains. This process is called transduction.
“Transduction converts a sensory signal to an
electrical signal to be processed in a specialized area in the brain”. (“Sensory Processes”,
2022) There are six main receptors known as,
the Chemorepcetors, Thermoreceptors, Mechanoreceptors, Photoreceptors, Nociceptors,
and Proprioceptors. (“Sensory Processes”, 2022)
Each play an important role for the brain to
understand what the body is feeling, experiencing, and how to react to it.
Chemoreceptors, “respond to chemicals in
taste and smell in internal changes”. (“Sensory
Receptors”, 2022)
Thermoreceptors, “respond to temperature
changes”. (“Sensory Receptors”, 2022)

FIGURE_3.3.2 INTERPRETING THE SENSES

FIGURE_3.3.3 FRONTAL LOBE

FIGURE_3.3.4 TEMPORAL LOBE

FIGURE_3.3.5 CEREBELLUM

- Movement of the body
- Personality
- Concentration, planning, problem solving
- Meaning of words		
- Emotional reactions
- Speech			
- Smell

- Hearing
- Recognizing faces
- Emotion
- Long-term memory

- Latin for little brain
- Fine motor (muscle) control
- Balance and coordination (avoid objects and
keep from falling)

FIGURE_3.3.6 OCCIPITAL LOBE

FIGURE_3.3.7 PARIETAL LOBE

FIGURE_3.3.8 LIMBIC LOBE

- Sight

- Touch and pressure
- Taste
- Body awareness

- Controls emotions like happiness sadness, and
love.

Mechanoreceptors, “respond to physical forces in touch, hearing, and pressure”. (“Sensory
Receptors”, 2022)
Photoreceptors, “respond to light”. (“Sensory
Receptors”, 2022)
Nociceptors, “respond to tissue damage and
pain”. (“Sensory Receptors”, 2022)
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Proprioceptors, “respond to the bodies position”. (“Sensory Receptors”, 2022)

4.0 THE PRINCIPLES OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN
THE PRINCIPLES OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN
According to the Centre for Excellence in Universal Design by the National Disability Authority, “universal design is the design and composition of an environment so that it can be
accessed, understood and used to the greatest
extent possible by all people regardless of their
age, size, ability or disability”. (“The 7 Principles
| Centre For Excellence In Universal Design”,
2020) This concept of universal design exemplifies what good design is, accessible, enjoyable,
and beneficial for all who interact with it. Society is configure of masses of individuals with
specific needs. When designers include diverse
design possibilities in the design process for
diverse masses of people, then universal design
is achieved.
FIGURE_4.0.1 DESIGN FOR ALL

The seven principles of Universal Design were
developed to aid in guidelines to designers
to promote inclusive design. These principles
“were established in 1997 by a group of architects, product designers, engineers, and
environmental design researchers”. (“The 7
Principles | Centre For Excellence In Universal
Design”, 2020)
[ 7 PRINCIPLES OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN ]
Principle [ 1 ]
Principle [ 2 ]
Principle [ 3 ]
Principle [ 4 ]
Principle [ 5 ]
Principle [ 6 ]
Principle [ 7 ]

: Equitable Use
: Flexibility in Use
: Simple + Intuitive Use
: Perceptible Information
: Tolerance for Error
: Low Physical Effort
: Size + Space for Approach + Use

PRINCIPLE		
PRINCIPLE [ 1 ]
Equitable Use

PRINCIPLE [ 2 ]
Flexibility in Use

PRINCIPLE [ 3 ]
Simple + Intuitive Use

PRINCIPLE [ 4 ]
Perceptible Information

PRINCIPLE [ 5 ]
Tolerance for Error

PRINCIPLE [ 6 ]

|

PRINCIPLE DEFINITION
The design is useful and marketable to people
with diverse abilities.

The design accommodates a wide range of
individual preferences and abilities.

PRINCIPLE GUIDELINES
- Provide the same means of use for all users: identical whenever
possible; equivalent when not.
- Avoid segregating or stigmatizing any users.
- Provisions for privacy, security, and safety should be equally
available to all users.
- Make the design appealing to all users.

- Provide choice in methods of use.
- Accommodate right- or left-handed access and use.
- Facilitate the user’s accuracy and precision.
- Provide adaptability to the user’s pace.

Use of the design is easy to understand, regardless of the user’s experience, knowledge,
language skills, or current concentration level.

- Eliminate unnecessary complexity.
- Be consistent with user expectations and intuition.
- Accommodate a wide range of literacy and language skills.
- Arrange information consistent with its importance.
- Provide effective prompting and feedback during and after
task completion.

The design communicates necessary information effectively to the user, regardless of ambient conditions or the user’s sensory abilities.

- Use different modes (pictorial, verbal, tactile) for redundant
presentation of essential information.
- Provide adequate contrast between essential information and
its surroundings.
- Maximize “legibility” of essential information.
- Differentiate elements in ways that can be described (i.e., make
it easy to give instructions or directions).
- Provide compatibility with a variety of techniques or devices
used by people with sensory limitations.

The design minimizes hazards and the adverse
consequences of accidental or unintended
actions.

- Arrange elements to minimize hazards and errors: most used
elements, most accessible; hazardous elements eliminated,
isolated, or shielded.
- Provide warnings of hazards and errors.
- Provide fail safe features.
- Discourage unconscious action in tasks that require vigilance.

The design can be used efficiently and comfortably and with a minimum of fatigue.

- Allow user to maintain a neutral body position.
- Use reasonable operating forces.
- Minimize repetitive actions.
- Minimize sustained physical effort.

Appropriate size and space is provided for approach, reach, manipulation, and use regardless of user’s body size, posture, or mobility.

- Provide a clear line of sight to important elements for any seated or standing user.
- Make reach to all components comfortable for any seated or
standing user.
- Accommodate variations in hand and grip size.
- Provide adequate space for the use of assistive devices or
personal assistance.

Low Physical Effort

PRINCIPLE
Size + Space [ 7 ]

|

for Approach + Use

TABLE_4.0.2 SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN
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4.1 GOALS OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN
GOALS OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN
The 7 principles of Universal Design each have
underlying guidelines, yet all serve a greater
purpose that are distinguished in three categories. These three categories are usable
accessible, and inclusive. Universal Design
strives for 8 specific goals that promote usability inclusivity, accessibility. “The 8 Goals offer a
framework for practical application, research,
and for communicating universal design. They
complement the 7 Principles of Universal Design, which still stand as general principles”.
(Bringolf, 2016) When design achieves these
goals it ultimately achieves independent barrier free design for all users in human performance, wellness, and social participation.
FIGURE_4.1.1 GOALS OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN

[ 8 GOALS OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN ]
Goal [ 1 ] Body Fit
Goal [ 2 ] Comfort
Goal [ 3 ] Awareness
Goal [ 4 ] Understanding
Goal [ 5 ] Wellness
Goal [ 6 ] Social integration
Goal [ 7 ] Personalization
Goal [ 8 ] Cultural appropriateness

HUMAN PERFORMANCE		
- Body Fit
- Comfort
- Awareness
- Understanding

|

WELLNESS

|

- Bridges between human
performance and social
participation

SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
- Social Integration
- Personalization
- Cultural Appropriateness

GOAL [ 1 ]
BODY FIT

Accommodating a wide range of body sizes and abilities
GOAL [ 2 ]
COMFORT

Keeping demands within desirable limits of body function and perception
GOAL [ 3 ]
AWARENESS

Ensuring that critical information for use is easily perceived
GOAL [ 4 ]
UNDERSTANDING

Making methods of operation and use intuitive, clear, and unambiguous
GOAL [ 5 ]
WELLNESS

Contributing to health promotion, avoidance of disease, and protection from hazards
GOAL [ 6 ]
SOCIAL INTEGRATION

Treating all groups with dignity and respect
GOAL [ 7 ]
PERSONALIZATION

Incorporating opportunities for choice and the expression of individual preferences
GOAL [ 8 ]
CULTURAL APPROPRIATENESS
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Respecting and reinforcing cultural values, and the social and environmental contexts of any
design project
TABLE_4.1.2 EIGHT GOALS OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN
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5.0 DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE VISUALLY
Designing barrier free architecture for the visually impaired requires establishing key elements
that are imperative to effective design not only
for those with low vision, but all individuals.
This is established primarily through seven key
parameters that enhance daily living and independent mobility.

THE SEVEN KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS

[ THE SEVEN DESIGN PARAMETERS ]
- Lighting
- Color and Contrast
				
- Olfactory
FIGURE_5.0.1 DESIGNING FOR INDEPENDENCE

- Haptics and Tactile
- Auditory
- Materiality		
		
- Spatial Layout and Circulation
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FIGURE_5.0.2 SEVEN PARAMETERS FOR EFFECTIVE DESIGN

5.1 LIGHTING FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
LIGHTING FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED

FIGURE_5.1.1 WATTAGE DIFFERENCE

When considering lighting design for the visual
impaired many factors have to be considered.
Lighting is the most important in adequate
design for those with low vision. A low vision individual needs approximately 150 watts of light
compared to an individual with normal vision
would only need 50 watts to have adequate
lighting. (Kitchel, 2015) For many individuals with
low vision, not only do they need brighter light,
they need a different kind of light. Most lighting
used in public places use bulbs that emit UV
and blue light. The most known product that
emits this type of light is LED lighting. Unfortunately, this light is the worst for not only those
with visual impairments, but even those with
normal vision; for it causes discomfort, strain,
and numerous eye health concerns. (Kitchel,
2015)
[ KEY LIGHTING PARAMETERS ]
- “Distribute lights evenly throughout to avoid
contrast and variations in light levels”. (Elkink,
2016)
- “Locate light sources to avoid creating shadows”. (Elkink, 2016)

FIGURE_5.1.2 HARMFUL LIGHT
Side affects of blue light include, inducing of
migraines and intensify existing pain, leads to
eye fatigue, suppresses melatonin which can
disrupt sleep, causes damage to the eyes
which leads to various eye diseases.

- “Avoid glare and reflection from shiny or
glossy surfaces”. (Elkink, 2016)
- “Ensure good task lighting is established by
the activity taking place”. (Elkink, 2016)
- “Light fixtures that do not emit UV or Blue
light”. (Elkink, 2016)

FIGURE_5.1.3 LIGHT SPECTRUM

[ WAYS TO AVOID GLARE ]
- “Use various small low-intensity light fixtures
rather than one large high-intensity light fixture”. (“Lighting Ergonomics - Survey And Solutions : OSH Answers”, 2022)
- “Use light fixtures that diffuse or centralize light well. Indirect and direct light fixtures
may be used if they have parabolic louvers”.
(“Lighting Ergonomics - Survey And Solutions :
OSH Answers”, 2022)
- “Control the light with lens or louvers over
bulbs”. (“Lighting Ergonomics - Survey And
Solutions : OSH Answers”, 2022)
- “Increase the brightness of the space around
origin of the glare”. (“Lighting Ergonomics Survey And Solutions : OSH Answers”, 2022)
- “Use adjustable dimmers to control brightness”. (“Lighting Ergonomics - Survey And Solutions : OSH Answers”, 2022)
- “Reducing light reflection by positioning light
fixtures properly”. (“Lighting Ergonomics - Survey And Solutions : OSH Answers”, 2022)

FIGURE_5.1.4 AVOIDING GLARE
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5.1 LIGHTING FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
LIGHTING FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
Acknowledging that artificial light should be
controlled and carefully considered, it is also
important to acknowledge how to properly
use natural light as well. Natural light is a tool
that can not only illuminate a space, but also
a navigation instrument and establishing location. When architects design around the topic
of natural lighting the primary concern is thermal comfort, but there is also a responsibility to
visual comfort as well. The key obstacle for visual comfort is glare. Glare control through natural lighting is crucial and is achieved through
diffused and indirect lighting features.
[ NATURAL LIGHTING GLARE CONTROL ]
FIGURE_5.1.5 SYSTEMS TO ACHIEVE LIGHTING

FIGURE_5.1.6 DAYLIGHT ZONES

FIGURE_5.1.7 SLOPED CEILING

• Higher windows = a deeper day light zone.

• Position windows to direct light onto the
ceiling.

• Light shelves improve lighting distribution and
reduces glare.

• Taller ceilings (preferably smooth and light
colored) and high windows supplies better light
distribution.

• They can be installed externally, internally, or both.

• The day light zone depth is usually 1.5-2 times
the head height of the window.
• Based on standard heights of windows and
ceilings the expected day light zone is usually 20
feet.

• A sloped ceiling can fit a high window within
a normal floor to floor heights.

FIGURE_5.1.8 LIGHT SHELF

• It is best implemented on the southern facade
and best for mild climates rather than tropical or
desert climates.

[ BEST LIGHTING FEATURES TO DISTRIBUTE LIGHT + MINIMIZE GLARE ]

- Exterior elements can be introduced such as,
“eaves, fins, louvers, and brises soleil shades to
reduce direct sunlight”. (“6 Solutions to Common Daylighting Obstacles in Architecture &
Design, Commercial Office, Facility Management”, 2021)
- “Window positioning is a key factor in controlling how light enters the building. Windows
positioned high on the wall establishes indirect
lighting”. ((“6 Solutions to Common Daylighting
Obstacles in Architecture & Design, Commercial Office, Facility Management”, 2021)
- Windows that have light shelves installed also
aid in reduces glare and establishing indirect
lighting.

FIGURE_5.1.9 PRISM SYSTEMS

FIGURE_5.1.10 CLERESTORIES

• Prism Systems enlarge the light blocking and
ultimately eliminates direct sunlight, allowing use
especially in inclined glass facades and roofs.

• Most effective for ceiling radiance (which
provides a greater penetration and better
distribution) and other glare sensitive tasks.

FIGURE_5.1.11 HORIZONTAL STRIP WINDOWS
• Horizontal stripes of windows provide even light
distribution with less glare, whereas punched windows create contrast and shadows.

[ BEST LIGHTING FEATURES TO DISTRIBUTE
LIGHT + MINIMIZE GLARE ]
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- Clerestories
- Horizontal Strip Windows
- Light Shelves
- Skylights
- Sheds
- Stationary Prism Systems

FIGURE_5.1.12 SHED LIGHTING

FIGURE_5.1.13 SKYLIGHTS

• Positioned into the facade with the least amount
of sunlight, allows for natural lighting without
direct sunlight.

• Skylights implemented with a laminated glass
or poly carbonate can allow light to enter indirectly and reduce the light percentage.

5.2 COLOR + CONTRAST
COLOR AND TONE

FIGURE_5.2.1 COLOR CONTRAST EFFECTIVENESS

Majority of those who are visually impaired can
still perceive color and light. It is crucial to consider how to implement proper color palettes to
communicate information to those with visual
impairments. The goal should be to make objects distinguishable from its background. The
best methods of contrast is distinguishing effective color palettes that are opposite on the
color spectrum. Designers should also consider
acknowledging color palettes that aren’t bias
to those of color blindness, with finding colors that are still contrasting if no color is read.
When considering color, it is also best to avoid
using too many colors in the color palette and
using large scale patterns that can be confusing.
[ BENEFITS OF COLOR CONTRAST ]
- Defines paths of travel. (Elkink, 2016)
- Delineates specific areas. (Elkink, 2016)
- Draws attention to signage. (Elkink, 2016)
- Defines thresholds from walls. (Elkink, 2016)
- Defines difference between floors and walls.
(Elkink, 2016)

FIGURE_5.2.2 COLOR BLINDNESS PALETTES

FIGURE_5.2.3 CONTRAST WITHIN A SPACE

- “Stair handrails should be color contrasted
with the walls and nosing contrasted at the
front edge of each step”. (Elkink, 2016)
- Using the same color scheme for specific
spaces can help establish program of space.
FIGURE_5.2.4 CONTRAST LRV
The light reflectance value (LRV) of a color is used by professional designers to identify those colors which adequately contrast
against other colors.
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5.3 OLFACTORY
OLFACTORY
ROSEMARY
• Strong, distinct scent.
• Ability to enhance memory, improve digestion,
boost mood, and fight off bacterial infections.
• Can be used to remedy indigestion, alleviate
stress, ease headaches and muscle pain, boost the
immune system, and support respiratory health.
(Wilson, 2021)

Of all the senses the one that is the least design for is the sense of smell. Our sense of smell
is just as important as all others. Smell can act
as olfactory landmarks in navigation cues and
interpreting an individual orientation in relation
to his or hers surroundings.

FIGURE_5.3.1 ASPECTS OF OLFACTORY DESIGN

Many studies have shown that there is a connection between scents, memories, and emotion. Cognitive mapping through smells and
memory is one of the techniques visually impaired individuals use to way-find comprehend
space, and the program within the space Introducing natural elements, such as plants can
not only improve architectural design, but can
also be re-purposed for the inhabitants and
aid in the community; as well as aromatherapy
qualities.

LEMON BALM
• Bright, smoothing scent.
• Used to soothe feelings of stress and anxiety.
• Ability to reduce inflammation, fight infections,
improve sleep quality, promote skin health, ease
headache pain, and boost mood.
(Wilson, 2021)
BASIL
• Sweet, fresh scent.
• One of the most widely used herbs for food.
• Stimulates the nervous system, alleviate stress and
anxiety, soothe tense muscles, treat acne, reduce
the pain of headaches, and protect against infections. (Wilson, 2021)

[ BENEFITS OF OLFACTORY CUES ]
- Creates olfactory landmarks.
- Aids in cognitive mapping.
- Creates strong memory of space and
orientation.

LAVENDER
• Floral, sweet scent.
• Calming properties
• Promotes sleep, improves cognitive function, ease
symptoms of cold and flu, keep skin looking young
and healthy, and fight off toxins in the body.
(Wilson, 2021)

- Establishes way-finding strategies.
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MINT
• Fresh, cool scent.
• Also, a notable herb used in food.
• Used to speed the healing of wounds, aid the
digestive system, ease respiratory symptoms, reduce feelings of stress and anxiety, promote healthy
circulation, and stimulate the mind.
(Wilson, 2021)
FIGURE_5.3.2 AROMATHERAPY HERBS

5.4 HAPTIC + TACTILE
HAPTIC + TACTILE
Materials and finishes play various roles in the
design for the visually impaired. They can serve
as acoustic, visual, and tactile indicators when
navigating through a space. When designing
tactile elements it is crucial to think about the
small details as well. From the materiality of
handrails, thread of stairs, flooring types, and
more. For example: stairs should have indicator
strips on every stair that communicates where
the next stair is and its edge. This is achieved
through the use of finish strips that can differentiate the top and bottom of the stairs from
the rest, while also ensuring a visually impaired
individual’s cane will not get caught on the
strip with slip resistance. All spaces should have
detectable surfaces by foot, cane, or hands
that vary in texture to communicate to visually
impaired individuals of edges, transitions, and
spaces. (Cavagnero and Hawkins, 2018)
FIGURE_5.4.1 NAVIGATIONAL TACTILE CUES

[ KEY GOALS OF TACTILE DESIGN ]

FIGURE_5.4.2 TACTILE CORK WALL

FIGURE_5.4.3 FLOORING TRANSITIONS

FIGURE_5.4.4 TACTILE STAIRS CUES

FIGURE_5.4.5 TACTILE PAVERS

- Defines way-finding strategies.
- Defines transitions.
- Delineates spaces.
- Defines thresholds.
- Incorporates acoustic, visual, and haptic information.
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5.4 HAPTIC + TACTILE
HAPTIC + TACTILE
“In 1965, the inventor Seiichi Miyake created
something that would spread to almost every
civilized country in the world. Since the creation
of truncated domes, a tactile warning surface
that is built into sidewalks and pedestrian thoroughfares, they have been installed throughout
his native Japan, as well as Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States”.
(ADA Admin, 2020)
Tactile cues are also seen in urban landscaping. This happens to be the most use for tactile
pavers, though tactile pavers can be introduced tastefully into our architectural details
within a building as well. It is a tactile language
that provide information of paths, warnings,
crossings, transitions, and edges. Each of these
can be introduced through different material
methods which makes it versatile for indoor
and outdoor applications.

[ TACTILE PAVER CUES ]

DIRECTIONAL
Directional
pavers guide
along a path.

HAZARD
Warning for
transition
spaces.

BLISTER
Used for
crossings.

[ TYPES OF TACTILE PAVER CUES ]
- Directional
- Hazard
- Blister
- Lozenge
- Cycle
- Off Blister
FIGURE_5.4.6 NAVIGATION TACTILE PATHS
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LOZENGE
Used at
edges of
transportation.

FIGURE_5.4.7 TACTILE PAVERS

CYCLE
Used at edges
of bicycling
lanes.

OFF BLISTER
Also used at
transportation
services.

5.5 MATERIALITY
MATERIALITY
Materials and finish types utilize multiple senses
simultaneously. They project acoustical, visual,
and tactile aspects. Designing proper materials
and finishes for the visually impaired acknowledges that low vision users require materials
that can visually reflect some light and sound
for way-finding cues, while not creating glare
and minimizing exterior sound. “Mass and rigidity properties are the two factors that make
a material to be highly noise resistant”. (S. K.
Neenu, 2021) The key materials that interact
well with sound for these properties are Wood,
Concrete, Steel, and Glass. The information
perceived from the materiality can help mentally establish shape and size of spaces.

MAT 01: WOOD
• Can provide
feelings of
warmth and reflective qualities.

• Density and
porosity of the
material allows for various
acoustic reverberations.
(absorption,
reflection, etc.)

• Various finishes can provide
different directional cues.
(stained, epoxy,
or unfinished.)

• Wood is easily
manipulated
and can be
used for haptic information
through reliefs.

• Various types
of concrete
mixture can establish permeability of light
and opacity.

• Can provide a
variety of dark
color ranges to
produce reflectivity.

• The materials
density allow for
acoustic insulation.

• It can be
formed through
various textures
and finishes.
(sand blasted,
unfinished, etc.)

• Insulates temperature well
and can act as
a haptic cue.

• A material that
can produce a
reflective surface for light.

• Depending on
the finishes it
can create light
contrast.

• Provides
acoustic reverberation.

• Various types
of textures of
the material
can established,
(brushed, polished, etc.)

• Conducts
temperature as
well.

• A material that
can create various options of
reflection and
lighting types.

• Specific
finishes can
provide privacy,
reflectivity color
variations, and
translucency.

• Material’s density can affect
reverberation
qualities.

• Various finish
types can be
established,
(frosted, stained,
etching, etc.)

• Material provides temperature cues as
well.

MAT 02: CONCRETE

[ MATERIAL STRATEGIES ]
- Avoid the use of polished, glossy, or shiny surfaces that may cause glare.
- Avoid visually confusing patterns.

• Depending on
finishing types
the material
can minimize
or maximize
reflection.

MAT 03: STEEL

- Avoid carpet, it provides no cane feedback.
Avoid bamboo flooring, it provides a plastic
sound. (Cavagnero and Hawkins, 2018)
- Matte finishes and textured coatings are recommended for visual and tactile information.
- Wall treatments can help establish orientation of where the user is.
FIGURE_5.5.1 ASPECTS OF MATERIALITY

- Implement materials with various acoustic
control. (Cavagnero and Hawkins, 2018)

MAT 04: GLASS

FIGURE_5.5.2 MATERIALITY MATRIX
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5.6 AUDITORY
AUDITORY

OCCIPITAL LOBE

BLIND PARTICIPANT

SIGHTED PARTICIPANT

FIGURE_5.6.1 BRAIN SCANS OF ECHOLOCATION

To design better for the visually impaired we
must first understand how they perceive acoustics. ”People with visual impairments are able to
extract more information from the audio signals
mainly concerning perceptual tasks such as
spatial orientation, pitch change determination, verbal memory and speech discrimination.” (Herssens, Rychtáriková and Heylighen,
2012) Various research and interviews with
those of visual impairments acknowledge that
interpreting the soundscape of places allow
them to see in a different method than those
who rely on sight. An example of this is the use
of echolocation.
[ ECHOLOCATION ]
Echolocation “is the ability to use reflected
sound to obtain information about the spatial
environment”. (Thaler & Castillo-Serrano, 2016)

FIGURE_5.6.2 ECHOLOCATION RESEARCH

Research of echolocation published in PLOS
Computational Biology, demonstrated analyzed sound waves from three blind individuals that had very similar acoustic properties.
The acoustic properties of the clicks were
“high-pitched frequencies at around 3 and
10 kilohertz. They tapered off into silence after 3 milliseconds and were concentrated in
a narrower path than what is typical human
speech”. (Harvey, 2017)
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Echolocation is used by the activation of sound
from an individual, such as a mouth click or
cane tapping that can then reverberate off of
the surrounding surfaces or objects in the environment around the individual. Once the reverberation is received back to the individual the
information of the surrounding environment is
perceived as a mental map of 3-D geometries
in the visually impaired individual’s mind.
Studies have shown that “brain scans have
revealed that the brain’s visual system is ignited
during human echolocation, indicating that the
process is “seeing” in some way.” (Sloat, 2018)

FIGURE_5.6.3 ECHOLOCATION

5.6 AUDITORY
AUDITORY
[ ACOUSTICS + VOLUMETRIC SPACE ]

Acoustic design is one of the most useful techniques for those with visual impairments, but
not thought about enough in the design process. It is a sensorial aspect that can provide
information through the use of varying acoustic
designs. When designing acoustic properties,
there are three main aspects of a space that
should been investigated; form, materiality, and
the size. Each of these three properties impact
the reverberation of acoustics, and can be manipulated to be informative, experiential, and
beneficial to those with visual impairments.
Reverberation “is a muddle of sound reflections
in a space that combine to create a discordant
noise...” (Autex Content Team, 2020)

NARROW ROOMS

ROOM WITH MEZZANINE

MULTI STORY ROOM

[ PROPERTIES OF ACOUSTIC DESIGN ]
- Attention to reverberation.
- Acoustic material selection.
FIGURE_5.6.4 BEHAVIOR OF SOUND WAVES

- Acoustic material placement.
- Architectural form + geometry.
- Size proportion of space.

SMALL ROOM PARALLEL WALLS

LARGE ROOM LOW CEILING

FIGURE_5.6.5 VOLUME IMPACTS ON SOUND

CONNECTED ROOMS

LARGE ROOM HIGH CEILING
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5.6 AUDITORY
AUDITORY
[ ACOUSTICS + FORM ]

Acoustic design is impacted heavily by its volumetric and geometric properties. To create
various types of sound environments the play
of volume and form will allow for informative
acoustic manipulation and sensorial experience for its inhabitants. Some geometry types
invoked sound focused rays that are intensified in particular spots, while some geometries
create sound creeping that travels along the
surface of the geometry. (Ermann, 2015)
[ PROPERTIES OF ACOUSTIC GEOMETRIES ]

ROUND ROOMS

CEILING DOMES

VAULTED CEILING

- Curves
- Angles
- Concave
- Convex
FIGURE_5.6.6 ACOUSTIC FOCUSING VS CREEPING

- Orthogonal

CONVEX CEILING

CONVEX WALLS

INCLINED CEILING
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FIGURE_5.6.7 FORM IMPACTS ON SOUND

CONCAVE WALLS

INCLINED WALLS

5.6 AUDITORY
AUDITORY
[ ACOUSTIC ASSEMBLIES ]

Once the form of the space is designed, the
acoustic properties can be adjusted to be
more suitable for its inhabitants through the use
of diffusion and absorption with materiality. The
size, program, and form of the space impacts
what type of architectural treatment should
be introduced; as well as the placement of the
treatment.
[ ACOUSTIC QUALITIES ]
Sound diffusion “is the process of disseminating
the number of sound waves reflecting in a certain direction, thus scattering the energy”. (“Difference Between Soundproofing, Absorption
Sound and Sound Diffusion - Soundis”, 2020)
FIGURE_5.6.8 DIFFUSION

APPLICATION: Ceiling
ACOUSTIC TYPE: Diffusion

APPLICATION: Ceiling
ACOUSTIC TYPE: Absorption

APPLICATION: Wall
ACOUSTIC TYPE: Diffusion

APPLICATION: Wall
ACOUSTIC TYPE: Absorption

APPLICATION: Wall
ACOUSTIC TYPE: Diffusion

APPLICATION: Wall
ACOUSTIC TYPE: Absorption

Sound Absorption “is the process of removing
sound energy from an environment”. (“Difference Between Soundproofing, Absorption
Sound and Sound Diffusion - Soundis”, 2020)
Sound Reflections “is the bouncing back of
sound waves from a surface”. (“Reflection of
Sound - GeeksforGeeks”, 2021)
[ ACOUSTIC TREATMENT LOCATIONS]
- Ceilings
- Walls
- Floors

FIGURE_5.6.9 ACOUSTIC ASSEMBLIES
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5.6 AUDITORY
AUDITORY
[ NRC FOR COMMON BUILDING MATERIALS ]

When considering materiality for acoustic design, it is imperative to investigate the acoustic
qualities of the materials to ensure the desired
acoustics will be achieved. Acoustic properties
include examining the NRC percentages to investigate how much sound is being absorbed,
reflected, and transmitted.
NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient) is the percentage of acoustics that is absorbed. This
helps measure how well materials can eliminate
unwanted sound from reflecting and how much
is absorbed. (Ermann, 2015)

FIGURE_5.6.10 BEHAVIOR OF SOUND ABSORPTION

FIGURE_5.6.11 BEHAVIOR OF SOUND ABSORPTION

MAT 01: WOOD

NRC value = 0.2 – 0.5
Reflect 80% - 50% of
sound depends on the
wood, if porous, and on
fiber direction.
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MAT 02: CONCRETE

NRC value = 0.35 – 0.7
Reflects 65% - 30% of
the sound depends on
roughness.

FIGURE_5.6.12 NCR MATERIAL PROPERTIES

MAT 03: STEEL

NRC value = 0.1
Reflects 90% of the
sound.

MAT 04: GLASS

NRC value = 0.02
Reflects 98% of the
sound.

5.7 SPATIAL LAYOUT + CIRCULATION
SPATIAL LAYOUT + CIRCULATION

FIGURE_5.7.1 TACTILE MAP PRODUCTION

Mobility and circulation are the veins of architecture. It allows an experienced “journey” of
the building. Morton Heilig states, “Every capable artist has been able to draw men into there
almost new experience by making either consciously or subconsciously, a profound study of
the way their attention shifts. Like a magician
he learns to lead man’s attention with a line,
a color, a gesture, or a sound.” (Spence, 2020)
Architects customize the journey that man’s
attention is captivated by. Individuals that are
visually impaired are captivated the same, but
by various methods on this journey in ways that
sighted individuals may overlook. To best aid in
their perception of circulation of a structure, it
must be open, free of obstacles, and informative.

[ 1 ] HAZELWOOD SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND
[ 2 ] ANCHOR CENTER FOR THE BLIND
[ 3 ] W ROSS MCDONALD SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND

[1]

[ CIRCULATION STRATEGIES ]
- Circulation should have a clear spine.
- Avoid long corridors without distinguishing
features.

[2]

- Establishing easy orientation, way-finding
and movement around the building.
- The building’s design should be easy to understand visiting for the first time.
- Horizontal circulation should be level, without
steps or ramps if possible.
- Entrances should be easily identified.
- Natural light aids in way-finding.

FIGURE_5.7.2 CIRCULATION ANALYSIS

[3]

- Circulation lanes should avoid any objects
within the path of travel.
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6.0 APPLICATIONS OF ARCHITECTURE
APPLICATIONS OF ARCHITECTURE

FIGURE_6.0.1 COGNITIVE MAPPING

Through the seven design parameters it is important to appropriately apply them to architectural applications that best communicate
to individuals to interpret the space and how
to navigate it through the senses. This can be
achieved through applications that define
space, transitions, circulation, and more. These
six applications of architecture aid in cognitive
mapping and acknowledging sense of place,
program, and space. This taxonomy of applications, can be applied to any program type
and make barrier free design achievable.
[ APPLICATIONS OF ARCHITECTURE ]

[ TYPES OF ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS ]

LANDMARKS
Distinguished check
points can be
established to aid in
orientation and mobility.

- Landmarks

PATH

TRANSITION

Ground surfaces or
surrounding elements
that create spatial
qualities, can establish
distinct circulation
lanes.

Designing the “in
between” of spaces
are just as crucial for
understanding self
orientation.

SPACE

THRESHOLD

- Path
- Transition
- Edge
- Space
- Threshold
EDGE
Distinct edges can
reinforce paths
and communicate
boundaries.

Establishing
distinguishable spaces
are beneficial to
understanding self
orientation.

Consideration of
thresholds can aid in
establishing transitions
of spaces and
circulation.

FIGURE_6.0.2 ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS
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6.0 APPLICATIONS OF ARCHITECTURE
APPLICATIONS OF ARCHITECTURE
[ EXAMPLES OF ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS ]

LANDMARKS

PATH

TRANSITION

EDGE

SPACE

THRESHOLD

FIGURE_6.0.3 EXAMPLES ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS
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6.1 PRECEDENTS
PRECEDENTS

CENTER FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
TALLER DE ARQUITECTURA-MAURICIO ROCHA
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

The Center for the Blind and Visually Impaired in Mexico City, demonstrates a
well execution of designing for the visually
impaired strategically. The architects use
natural elements for architectural applications that can enhance the mobility of the
facilities occupants.
The facility uses natural lighting to create
shading for directional cues, pathways,
and thresholds. There is a water channel
that is at the center of the facility that
aids in acoustic qualities for the visitors to
listen and follow along the path. The water
channel is lined with pebbles that acts as
a edge for the path of circulation. (ArchDaily, 2011)

APPLICATION: Path + Space
SENSE: Auditory + Tactile

APPLICATION: Path
SENSE: Auditory

APPLICATION: Path, Edge, + Transition
SENSE: Tactile

APPLICATION: Path + Threshold
SENSE: Visual + Auditory

APPLICATION: Path + Landmarks
SENSE: Olfactory

APPLICATION: Path, Edge, + Threshold
SENSE: Auditory, Tactile, + Visual

The facility also taps into the sense of smell
through the use of the foliage that is used
to aid along the main circulation path, as
well as for land markers of program. The
use of natural stone for tactile purposes
and cues of transitions, edges, space are
integrated into the design. (ArchDaily, 2011)

FIGURE_6.1.1 ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS

LANDMARKS

PATH

TRANSITION

EDGE

SPACE

THRESHOLD
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6.1 PRECEDENTS
PRECEDENTS

HAZELWOOD SCHOOL
ALAN DUNLOP
GLASGOW, UNITED KINGDOM

The Hazelwood School aids to achieve inclusive deign by through the use of materials, acoustics, lighting, color, and natural
elements.
Its primary feature of the school is its
curved singular spine of circulation that
is accented by a cork textured wall that
helps students recognizes circulation and
transition spaces. This facility also uses
outdoor areas while still providing architectural applications that are informative
of space, boundaries, and activities.
The school also acknowledges acoustic properties through the use of inclined
ceilings and absorption ceiling assemblies.
Even though the building references natural qualities, the design of the interior also
uses the play of color and contrast to create a playful space for the children, but still
be informative of thresholds and edges.
(Rinaldi, 2016)

APPLICATION: Path + Space
SENSE: Auditory + Tactile

APPLICATION: Edge + Transition
SENSE: Auditory + Tactile

APPLICATION: Path, Edge, Transition, + Threshold
SENSE: Tactile + Visual

APPLICATION: Transition, Edge, + Threshold
SENSE: Tactile + Visual

APPLICATION: Space
SENSE: Auditory

APPLICATION: Edge, Transition, + Space
SENSE: Tactile, Visual, + Auditory

FIGURE_6.1.2 ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS
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LANDMARKS

PATH

TRANSITION

EDGE

SPACE

THRESHOLD
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7.0 PROGRAM
PROGRAM
The program that will best suit the integration
of design parameters for the visually impaired
would be a community center. A community
center con create various programmatic opportunities that can aid in the daily lives of
visually impaired and sighted individuals of all
ages. A community center also can establish
enriching a neighborhood and make an overall
impact on a community while being a precedent for design integration for the visually
impaired.

[ PROGRAM GOALS ]

[ ARCHITECTURAL GOALS ]
FIGURE_7.0.1 PROGRAM BREAKDOWN

- Informative
- Experiential
- Promotes Independence + Equality
[ PROGRAM GOALS ]
- Social Impact
- Promote Wellness
- Promote Learning

PROGRAM OPPORTUNITIES
FIGURE_7.0.2 PROGRAM ANALYSIS
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8.0 SITE CONSIDERATIONS
SITE CONSIDERATIONS
When considering possible locations for site
selection, I want to narrow the scope with four
parameters. The four parameters focuses on
prioritizing the visual impaired in the state of
Georgia and community enrichment for neighborhoods that could use revival in a community
aspect.

CENTRALIZED TO ATLANTA
Landmark for visually impaired design.

[ APPLICATIONS OF ARCHITECTURE ]
- Centralized to Atlanta
FIGURE_8.0.1 PREVALENCE IN COUNTIES OF GA

- Close to Transportation
CLOSE TO TRANSPORTATION
Maximize accessibility.

- Need for Community Enrichment
- Demographic Driven

NEED FOR COMMUNITY ENRICHMENT
A neighborhood that may be lacking in public spaces.

DEMOGRAPHICS DRIVEN
Visually Impaired statistics drive the location.

FIGURE_8.0.2 SITE CONSIDERATIONS
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8.1 SITE CONSIDERATIONS
SITE CONSIDERATIONS
When deciding upon the best site, demographic information heavily influenced the site
selection. 972 Avon Ave SW, is a site that’s population meets the same criteria of those who
are most impacted by visual impairments.

972 AVON AVE
ATLANTA, GA
[ DEMOGRAPHICS OF PROPOSED SITE ]

Not only does the site meet demographic data,
the site is also located in 1/2 of a mile proximity
to a Marta railway station and the Beltline.
This site falls between the Capitol View and
Oakland City areas of Atlanta, which are lacking in community engaged programmatic
needs.
[ DATA DRIVEN SITE ASPECTS ]
- Annual House-hold income
- Population of Women
- Population of African Americans
- Marta Locations
FIGURE_8.1.1 DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS IMPACTED
BY VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

- Community Lacking in Programmatic Needs

FIGURE_8.1.2 DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FROM PROPOSED SITE
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8.2 SITE ANALYSIS
SITE ANALYSIS

972 AVON AVE
ATLANTA, GA

As seen in the pictures (on the left) of the site,
it is easy to recognize the site is large piece of
urban blight to that sits between Oakland City
and Capitol View. The use of the site is to revive
the community engagement while also connecting the two communities of Oakland City
and Capitol View.
The site also is a beneficial location due to its
proximity to the Marta transit station and Beltline access.
[ BENEFITS OF SITE ]
- Eliminates Urban Blight
- Connects Two Communities
- Community Enrichment
- Proximity to Marta and the Beltline

FIGURE_8.2.2 SITE AXON
FIGURE_8.2.1 SITE PICTURES
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8.2 SITE ANALYSIS
SITE ANALYSIS

972 AVON AVE
ATLANTA, GA

MARTA RAILWAYS

BELTLINE LOCATION

PARK LOCATIONS

SITE LOCATION
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FIGURE_8.2.3 SITE ANALYSIS DIAGRAMS

LOCAL FOOD

MARTA BUS STOPS
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9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ CIRCULATION EXPLORATION MODELS ]

Single looped spine,
creates internal +
external pockets

CONCEPT 04

CONCEPT 03

CONCEPT 02

CONCEPT 01

Singular spine curled
into internal courtyard.

Three buildings
intertwined together
to one internal
courtyard.

CONCEPT 05

FIGURE_9.0.1 CIRCULATION EXPLORATIONS
Circulation explorations to determine the ideal
circulation best for the community center. Based
upon the explorations, Concept 04 meets all of
the criteria of the circulation design, while maintaining a continuous loop with a unique design.
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Singular curvilinear
circulation; creates
two external pockets.

Two separate
buildings of linear
circulation with
internal courtyard.

Separate buildings of
circulation

CONCEPT 06

9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ DESIGN GUIDELINES ]

[ PROGRAM SECTORS ]

[ INTERNAL COURTYARDS]

[ CIRCULATION GUIDELINES ]

FIGURE_9.0.2 CONCEPT GUIDELINES
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9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ POINTS OF EXPLORATION ]

[ CONCEPT SKETCHES ]

Program Placement
Continuous Circulation Loop
Sensory Park Size Variations
Sensory Park Connections
Entry Pockets

FIGURE_9.0.3 CONCEPT SKETCHES
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9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ CONCEPTUAL PLAN ]

Conceptual plan demonstrates the
functionality of the building’s program
and circulation.
FIGURE_9.0.4 PROPOSED CONCEPT PLAN
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9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ PROGRAM ADJACENCIES ]

FIGURE_9.0.5 PROPOSED CONCEPT PROGRAM
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The Program Adjacency breaks down
individual planned programs within
each of the three sectors.

9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ PROGRESSION EXPLORATIONS ]

[ HOW CAN ARCHITECTURE DIRECT USERS
THROUGH THE SPACE? ]

P ROG RE SSI O N
SERIES

Small to large progression in square
shape.

E X PA NSI O N
SCA L E

ORDER

CO MPR ESSI O N
Small to large progression in tunnel
shape.

T R A NSI T I O N

EVOLUT I ON

Small Program externally, larger program
internal of circulation in triangular
shaped roofing.
FIGURE_9.0.6 PROGRESSION EXPLORATIONS

Small to large progression in triangular
shifting shape.
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9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ FINAL CONCEPT MODEL ]

[ POINTS OF EXPLORATION ]

Progression
Expansion + Compression
Variation In Size Sectors
Curvilinear Segments

FIGURE_9.0.7 PROGRESSION FINAL MODEL

Final concept progression model
varying in sizes per sectors.
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9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ PROGRESSION CONCEPT ELEVATIONS ]

LIGHTING
Progression in visual aspects
can be achieved by creating
an experience with perforations
that will distribute light. The
perforations will scale along the
wall as the building grows in scale.
This will help with transitioning
between program spaces and to
distinguish which sector building
the user is in.

OLFACTORY
Providing natural elements to
emit scents of various kinds, aids
in determining location based
upon scent and corresponding
program.

FIGURE_9.0.8 PROGRESSION ELEVATIONS 01
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9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ PROGRESSION CONCEPT ELEVATIONS ]

ACOUSTICS
The progression in size and
geometry of the building, aids in
acoustic variations that creates
various reverberation times.

MATERIALITY + ACOUSTICS + HAPTICS
Materiality will progress in
scale and include “pause”
spaces of acoustic silencing to
acknowledge with transitions
happen between program
spaces.
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FIGURE_9.0.9 PROGRESSION ELEVATIONS 02

9.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
[ SECTION PATH AXON ]
THERMAL THRESHOLDS

MATERIAL TRANSITION
Entry and exit points with thermal
changes such as infrared heaters,
fans, etc. Provide indication of a
THRESHOLD + TRANSITION.

SCENT WALLS

Material change between spaces
provide tactile information of a
TRANSITION.

A green wall or wall planters
provide smell that relate to the
transition and program change
and act as LANDMARKS.

CIRCULATION TEXTURE

TEXTURE VARIATION

For circulation a material change
in the center can provide
a constant tactile PATH for
direction.
Embedding a texture variation
strip provides information of
circulation and awareness of
thresholds similar to a PATH.

FIGURE_9.0.10 SECTION PATH AXON

Each program variation has
a threshold that alternates
between an angled opening
verses an orthogonal one. Aids in
TRANSITION + THRESHOLD
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ SITE PLAN ]

BELTLINE
The site would propose to
introduce a entrance to the
Beltline to connect to the larger
city’s fabric.
BELTLINE
MARTA
BUS STOP

MARTA BUS STOP

PARKING

The site would propose to have
a Marta bus stop and ride share
drop off area to allow to easy
transportation services to the
center.

OUTDOOR RECREATION

LAKE

The site will introduce outdoor
courts for sports recreation to
hold outdoor activities for the
community.

OUTDOOR RECREATION

LAKE
The site will introduce a small lake
to create natural elements within
the city’s fabric to align with the
community center’s goal of a
holistic approach.

SCALE : 50’ =1”
FIGURE_10.0.1 SITE PLAN
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ FLOOR PLAN ]

[ FLOOR PLAN PROGRAMS ]

3

LEARNING [ SMALL ] SECTOR
[1]

VI CLASSROOMS

[2]

LIBRARY

[3]

CLASSROOMS

[4]

OFFICES

2

16

1

4

13

ARTS [ MEDIUM ] SECTOR
MUSIC ROOMS

[6]

THEATER

[7]

ART EXHIBITION ROOM

[8]

ART WORKSHOPS

3

16

1

[5]

16

5

12
16

RECREATION [ LARGE ] SECTOR
[9]

EXERCISE ROOMS

[ 10 ]

AQUATICS

[ 11 ]

GYMNASIUM

[ 12 ]

FOOD MARKET

6
16

15

SENSORY COURTYARDS
[ 13 ]

LEARNING COURTYARD

[ 14 ]

ARTS COURTYARD

[ 15 ]

RECREATION COURTYARD

14

16

11

8
16

ALL SECTORS
[ 16 ]

9
16

GATHERING QUIET HUBS

10

SCALE : 1/32” =1’
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FIGURE_10.0.2 FLOOR PLAN

7
8

16

10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ 3D AXON ]

RECREATIONAL SECTOR
OXIDIZED STEEL

LEARNING SECTOR
WOOD

ARTS SECTOR
PRECAST CONCRETE

FIGURE_10.0.3 3D AXON
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN
[ SECTOR ANALYSIS ]

HAPTIC + TACTILE

LIGHTING
Communicative linear natural
lighting for circulation path and
skylights at program locations.

Sensory courtyards with
different experiences from
green space, water features,
and sand gardens.

LEARNING SECTOR
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FIGURE_10.0.4 SECTOR ANALYSIS

MATERIALITY

ACOUSTICS

Each sector courtyards contains
differentiating vertical materials
with variations in window
patterns, and horizontal patterns
on the exterior facades.

ARTS SECTOR

Between each program there
are transition spaces that are
clothed in sound absorbing
materials to have a “pause” or
“silencing” between programs.

OLFACTORY

LIGHTING

Between each program space
internally and externally contains
green walls that contain specific
scents to correspond with the
program type.

RECREATIONAL SECTOR

Each program space is designed
with diffused light through
clerestory windows and fin light
shelves that reflect the light to the
ceiling of the space.

10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ LEARNING SECTOR SECTION ]

SCALE : 1/16” = 1”
FIGURE_10.0.5 LEARNING SECTOR SECTION
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ ARTS SECTOR SECTION ]

SCALE : 1/16” = 1”
FIGURE_10.0.6 ARTS SECTOR SECTION
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ RECREATION SECTOR SECTION ]

SCALE : 1/16” = 1”
FIGURE_10.0.7 RECREATION SECTOR SECTION
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN
[ MATERIAL VARIATIONS ]
WOOD SLATS

PRECAST CONCRETE

[ CONCEPT FACADE PATTERN 01 ]

[ CONCEPT FACADE PATTERN 02 ]

FIGURE_10.0.8 PATTERN VARIATIONS

Each sector’s inner facade consist
of a consistent theme of vertical
elements that also differentiate
in pattern to distinguish location
and transition as you move within
and along the exterior facade.
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OXIDIZED STEEL

[ CONCEPT FACADE PATTERN 03 ]

10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN
[ ACOUSTIC BAFFLES ]

[ GREEN WALL IRRIGATION SYSTEM ]
5

ACOUSTIC BAFFLES
Each gathering hub acts
as a transition space that
acoustically is absorbed
more than the rest of the
building. This is achieved
through acoustic baffles
and absorptive acoustic
wall panels.

4
3

2

1

GREEN WALLS
FIGURE_10.0.9 ACOUSTIC BAFFLES

[ LIGHT SHELF FINS ]

Green walls are introduced
in each transition space of
the sectors internally and
externally in the court yards.
This communicates
transition between
programs through various
smells.

8
7
6

LIGHT SHELF FINS
All program spaces are
designed with diffused
lighting through clerestories
and light shelf fins that
reflect lighting to the
ceilings of the spaces and
avoid glare.

FIGURE_10.0.11 GREEN WALL EXPLODED AXON

GREEN WALL SYSTEM
[1]

PLANTS

[5]

[2]

PANEL BOX

[6]

DRAINAGE LAYER

[3]

GROWING MEDIUM

[7]

WATER PROOF BACKING BOARD

[4]

CAPILLARY BREAKS

[8]

SUPPORT SYSTEM

ALUMINUM DRIP LINE

FIGURE_10.0.10 LIGHT SHELF FINS
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ CANOPY PERSPECTIVE ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ CANOPY PERSPECTIVE ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ ART COURTYARD PERSPECTIVE ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ RECREATION COURTYARD ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ LEARNING COURTYARD ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ LEARNING COURTYARD ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ CANOPY CENTER PERSPECTIVE ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ CENTER ENTRANCE PERSPECTIVE ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ LEARNING SECTOR PERSPECTIVE ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN
[ PERSPECTIVES OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS ]

20/70 VISION [ LOW VISUAL ACUITY ]

DEUTERANOPIA [ COLOR BLINDNESS ]

20/200 VISION [ LEGAL BLINDNESS ]

SCOTOMA [ PARTIAL VISION LOSS ]

FIGURE_10.0.12 VISUAL IMPAIRMENT PERSPECTIVES 01
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ ARTS SECTOR PERSPECTIVE ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN
[ PERSPECTIVES OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS ]

20/70 VISION [ LOW VISUAL ACUITY ]

DEUTERANOPIA [ COLOR BLINDNESS ]

20/200 VISION [ LEGAL BLINDNESS ]

SCOTOMA [ PARTIAL VISION LOSS ]

FIGURE_10.0.13 VISUAL IMPAIRMENT PERSPECTIVES 02
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ RECREATION SECTOR PERSPECTIVE ]
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN
[ PERSPECTIVES OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS ]

20/70 VISION [ LOW VISUAL ACUITY ]

DEUTERANOPIA [ COLOR BLINDNESS ]

20/200 VISION [ LEGAL BLINDNESS ]

SCOTOMA [ PARTIAL VISION LOSS ]

FIGURE_10.0.14 VISUAL IMPAIRMENT PERSPECTIVES 03
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10.0 FINAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN

[ DESIGN ANALYSIS ]

APPLICATION: Path, Edge, Transition, Landmarks, + Space.
SENSE: Olfactory, Tactile, + Visual.

APPLICATION: Path, Edge, Transition, Threshold, Space, + Landmarks.
SENSE: Olfactory, Tactile, Auditory, + Visual.

APPLICATION: Path, Transition, Threshold, + Edge.
SENSE: Tactile, Visual, + Auditory.

APPLICATION: Path, Landmarks, Edge, Transition, + Threshold.
SENSE: Olfactory, Visual, Auditory, + Tactile.

FIGURE_10.0.15 DESIGN ANALYSIS
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LANDMARKS

PATH

TRANSITION

EDGE

SPACE

THRESHOLD
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FIGURE_1.1.1 THESIS POSTER

FIGURE_2.0.5 20/200 VISION

FIGURE_1.2.1 INDEPENDENT MOBILITY
The Chicago Lighthouse. 2022. Feet with cane. Image.
https://chicagolighthouse.org/sandys-view/high-techcanes/.

Kozmenko, Timur. 2019. Multi-colored hot air ballons. Image.
https://unsplash.com/photos/QZUY7c0eIdw.

FIGURE_1.2.2 CATARACTS
Handzo, Joyce. Woman with cataracts. Image. https://www.
smartvisionlabs.com/author/joycehandzo/page/4/.
FIGURE_2.0.1 SELLEN CHART
Azzam, Daniel & Ronquillo., Yasmyne. 2021. Snellen Eye Chart.
Image. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK558961/.
FIGURE_2.0.2 VISUAL FIELD CHART
Nolan, Elizabeth. 2015. Visual Field Chart. Image. https://
drum.lib.umd.edu/bitstream/handle/1903/16820/Nolen_umd_0117N_16324.pdf;sequence=1.
FIGURE_2.0.3 20/20 VISION
Kozmenko, Timur. 2019. Multi-colored hot air ballons. Image.
https://unsplash.com/photos/QZUY7c0eIdw.
Nolen, Elizabeth. 2015. Full visual field and 20/20 acuity. Image. https://drum.lib.umd.edu/bitstream/handle/1903/16820/Nolen_umd_0117N_16324.pdf;sequence=1.
FIGURE_2.0.4 20/70 VISION
Kozmenko, Timur. 2019. Multi-colored hot air ballons. Image.
https://unsplash.com/photos/QZUY7c0eIdw.
Nolen, Elizabeth. 2015. 20/70 visual acuity. Image. https://
drum.lib.umd.edu/bitstream/handle/1903/16820/Nolen_umd_0117N_16324.pdf;sequence=1.

FIGURE_2.1.1 EYE AFFECTED BY CATARACTS
Capstone Vision. Normal Lens/Lens affected by cataract. Image. https://mycapstonevision.com/services/cataract-surgery/.

Nolen, Elizabeth. 2015. 20/200 visual acuity. Image. https://
drum.lib.umd.edu/bitstream/handle/1903/16820/Nolen_umd_0117N_16324.pdf;sequence=1.

FIGURE_2.1.2 CAUSES OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

FIGURE_2.0.6 20° CONE

FIGURE_2.2.1 STATISTICS OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

Kozmenko, Timur. 2019. Multi-colored hot air ballons. Image.
https://unsplash.com/photos/QZUY7c0eIdw.

FIGURE_2.2.2 PREVALENCE OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

Nolen, Elizabeth. 2015. 20 degree cone of vision. Image.
https://drum.lib.umd.edu/bitstream/handle/1903/16820/Nolen_umd_0117N_16324.pdf;sequence=1.
FIGURE_2.0.7 SCOTOMA
Kozmenko, Timur. 2019. Multi-colored hot air ballons. Image.
https://unsplash.com/photos/QZUY7c0eIdw.
Nolen, Elizabeth. 2015. Scotoma. Image. https://drum.lib.umd.
edu/bitstream/handle/1903/16820/Nolen_umd_0117N_16324.
pdf;sequence=1.
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